To achieve the long-term goal of machines being able to engage humans in conversation, our models should be engaging. We focus on communication grounded in images, whereby a dialogue is conducted based on a given photo, a setup that is naturally engaging to humans (Hu et al., 2014) . We collect a large dataset of grounded human-human conversations, where humans are asked to play the role of a given personality, as the use of personality in conversation has also been shown to be engaging (Shuster et al., 2018) . Our dataset, ImageChat, consists of 202k dialogues and 401k utterances over 202k images using 215 possible personality traits. We then design a set of natural architectures using state-of-the-art image and text representations, considering various ways to fuse the components. Automatic metrics and human evaluations show the efficacy of approach, in particular where our best performing model is preferred over human conversationalists 47.7% of the time.
Introduction
A key way for machines to exhibit intelligence is for them to be able to perceive the world around them -and to be able to communicate with humans in natural language about that world. To speak naturally with humans it is necessary that they understand the natural things that humans say about the world they live in, and to respond in kind. This involves understanding what they perceive, e.g. the images they see, what they mean semantically for humans, and how human personality shapes the language and conversations derived from these observations.
In this work we take a step towards these goals by considering the setting of grounded dialogue based on a given image, a setting naturally engaging to humans (Hu et al., 2014) . We collect a large set of human-human crowdworker conversations, with the aim of training a model to engage a human in a similar fashion. To that end, the crowdworkers are asked to converse while emulating given personality traits that were chosen in advance (e.g., optimistic, skeptical or frivolous, with 215 different possible choices). Our dataset, IMAGE-CHAT, consists of 202k diverse images with resulting personality-conditioned dialogues, yielding 401k utterances over the images. This gives a rich source to train models where the grounding on image and conditioning on personality can be controlled to produce engaging conversations with humans. The dataset is made publicly available in ParlAI (http://parl.ai).
We extend the TRANSRESNET model of (Shuster et al., 2018) to handle multimodal dialogue which uses Transformer architectures for encoding dialogue history and responses, ResNet architectures for encoding images, and additional layers to encode personality. We propose ways to fuse those modalities together and perform a detailed study on our new dataset, including both automatic evaluations, ablations and human evaluations of our models using crowdworkers. The results indicate it is possible to produce engaging grounded conversations in this setting, with our best model being preferred to human conversationalists 47.7% of the time.
Related Work
The majority of work in dialogue is not grounded in perception, e.g. much recent work explores sequence-to-sequence models or retrieval models for goal-directed (Henderson et al., 2014; Bordes et al., 2017) or chit-chat tasks (Vinyals and Le, 2015; Sordoni et al., 2015; . While these tasks are text-based only, many of the techniques developed can likely be transferred for use in multimodal systems, for example using state-of-the-art transformer representations for text (Mazaré et al., 2018) as a sub-component.
In the area of language and vision, one of the most widely studied areas is image captioning, which involves a single turn utterance given an image. This typically involves producing a descriptive sentence describing the input image, in contrast to producing a conversational utterance as in dialogue. Popular datasets include COCO (Chen et al., 2015) and Flickr30k (Young et al., 2014) . Again, a variety of sequence-to-sequence Xu et al., 2015; Anderson et al., 2018) and retrieval models (Gu et al., 2017; Faghri et al., 2017; Nam et al., 2016 ) have been applied. These tasks measure the ability of models to understand the content of an image, but not to carry out an engaging conversation grounded in perception. Some works have extended image captioning from being purely factual towards more engaging captions by incorporating style and personality while still being single turn, e.g. (Chandrasekaran et al., 2017; Mathews et al., 2018 Mathews et al., , 2016 Gan et al., 2017) . In particular, the work of (Shuster et al., 2018) builds a large dataset involving personalitybased image captions. Our work builds upon this dataset and extends it to multi-turn dialogue.
Visual question answering (Antol et al., 2015) and visual dialogue (Das et al., 2017) are another set of tasks which employ vision and language. They require the machine to answer factual questions about the contents of the image, either in single turn or dialogue form. They do not attempt to model natural conversation, but rather assess whether the machine can perform basic perception over the image via a series of questions.
There are some works which directly address dialogue grounded with vision. The work of (Pasunuru and Bansal, 2018) assesses the ability to execute dialogue given video of computer soccer games. The work of (Huber et al., 2018) investigates the use of sentiment-based visual features and facial expressions for emotional image-based dialogue. Perhaps the most related work to ours is (Mostafazadeh et al., 2017) . Their work considers (visual content, textual context, question, response) tuples, and builds a testing dataset based on 4k eventful images. In contrast, we provide training, validation and testing sets for our task over 202k images, and consider a general set of images and dialogues, not just events and questions plus responses. Importantly, we also consider the role of personality in grounded dialogue to create engaging conversations.
Image-Chat
The IMAGE-CHAT dataset is a large collection of (image, personality trait for speaker A, personality trait for speaker B, dialogue between A & B) tuples that we collected using crowd-workers, made available in ParlAI (http://parl.ai). Each dialogue consists of consecutive turns by speaker A and B, typically three turns: (i) an utterance from A followed by (ii) an utterance from B and then (iii) an utterance from A. No particular constraints are placed on the kinds of utterance, only that we ask the speakers to use the provided personality trait, and to respond to the given image and dialogue history in an engaging way.
Our work builds upon the the work of (Shuster et al., 2018) , where the authors built a dataset for image captioning, not dialogue. Effectively, we use much of the same setup as in that work, but extend it to two-party conversations. Shuster et al. (2018) considered 215 possible personality traits which were constructed by selecting a subset from a curated list of 638 traits 1 . In our work, we use this same set, but apply it to both speakers A and B, who will be assigned different traits for each given conversation. Those two speakers (i.e. those two personalities) will thus interact with each other. The traits are categorized into three classes: positive (e.g., sweet, happy, eloquent, humble, perceptive, witty), neutral (e.g., old-fashioned, skeptical, solemn, questioning) and negative (e.g., anxious, childish, critical, fickle, frivolous). Examples of traits that we did not use are allocentric, insouciant, flexible, earthy and invisible, due to the difficulty of their interpretation with respect to conversation about an image. It was emphasized in the data collection instructions that the personality trait describes a trait of the speaker, not properties of the content of the image they are discussing.
Personality Traits
Images The images used in our task are randomly selected from the YFFC100M Dataset 2 . We use the same image choices as in (Shuster et al., 2018) to build our training, validation and test sets. A: You know money doesn't grow on trees.
B: You'd probably fall off and get hurt.
B: It was probably a Wolf coming to eat us because you talk too much.
B: I could see some high society ladies having their brunch over looking this canal.
A: And everyone would be copying me for it! It'll be trendy! A: I would never go camping in the woods for this very reason.
A: I could see them spending way too much on avocado toast here.
Dialogue For each image, we pick at random two personality traits, one for each speaker (A and B) and collect the dialogue using crowdworkers. Rather than pairing two crowdworkers, we chose to collect the data sequentially: one crowdworker is given personality A and asked to speak on turn 1, followed by another crowdworker with personality B on turn 2, and a further crowdworker again with personality A on turn 3. This setup, which has also been employed elsewhere (Budzianowski et al., 2018) , has the advantage of simplicity. Systems for pairing crowdworkers are more difficult to setup as the workers both have to be online and ready to begin at the same time, and each crowdworker has to wait for the other to finish, making our setup much more efficient. Note that turn 3 has the same speaker as in turn 1 in the dialogue, but is likely authored by a different crowdworker: they are asked to continue the conversation as if they are the same speaker. We nevertheless found the resulting conversations to be natural. Some examples from the training set are given in Figure 1 .
Overall Dataset The overall dataset statistics are given in Table 1 . This is a fairly large dialogue dataset compared to other existing publicly available datasets. For example, PersonaChat ) (which is not grounded in images) consists of 162k utterances, while IGC (Mostafazadeh et al., 2017) 
Models
To build models, we make use of state-of-theart existing methods for image captioning conditioned on personality (Shuster et al., 2018) and extend those methods to the case of grounded dialogue. It was previously shown that state-ofthe-art retrieval models outperform state-of-theart generation models on such image captioning tasks (Shuster et al., 2018 ) and on open-domain dialogue tasks , therefore we concentrate on developing retrieval models here.
The methods we try consist of several components. We use three sub-networks for the three modalities of input: (i) an image encoder, (ii) a dialogue history encoder; and (iii) a personality encoder. These are then fed into a combiner module for combining the three modalities. Finally, there is a response encoder for considering candidates responses and this is scored against the combined input representations. An overview of the system, called TRANSRESNET, is shown in Figure 2 . 
Image Encoder
We build our models on top of pretrained image features, and compare the performance of two types of image encoders. The first is a residual network with 152 layers described in (He et al., 2015) trained on Imagenet (Russakovsky et al., 2014) to classify images among 1000 classes, which we refer to in the rest of the paper as ResNet152 features. We used the implementation provided in the torchvision project (Marcel and Rodriguez, 2010) . The second is a ResNeXt 32 × 48d ) trained on 3.5 billion Instagram pictures following the procedure described by (Mahajan et al., 2018) , which we refer to in the rest of the paper as ResNeXt-IG-3.5B. The authors provided the weights of their trained model to us. The representation r I of an image I is obtained by using the 2048-dimensional output of the image encoder as input to a multi-layer perceptron with ReLU activation units and a final layer of 500 dimensions.
Personality Encoders To condition on a given personality trait, we embed each trait to a 500-dimensional vector to obtain its representation r P .
Dialogue Encoder
The entire dialogue history D is encoded into a fixed size vector r D using a Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017) , followed by a linear layer. Transformers were already compared to simple models like bag-ofwords encoders, and shown to outperform them on image captioning (Shuster et al., 2018) and dialogue tasks (Mazaré et al., 2018) . We use a Transformer with 4 layers, 300 hidden units, and 6 attention heads.
We pretrain the entire encoder following the setup described in (Mazaré et al., 2018) : we train two encoders on a next-utterance retrieval task on a dataset of dialogues containing 1.7 billion pairs of utterances, where one encodes the context and another the candidates for the next utterance, their dot product indicates the degree of match, and they are trained with negative log-likelihood and k-negative sampling. We then initialize our system using the weights of the candidate encoder only, and then train on our task.
Multimodal combiner module We consider two possible combiner modules:
Multimodal sum combiner (MM-sum): Given an input image, personality trait and dialogue (I, P, D), together with a candidate response C, the score of the final combination is computed as s(I, P, D, C) = (r I +r P +r D )·r C . This is one of the simplest forms of combination, but turns out to be a strong baseline.
Multimodal attention combiner (MM-att): A more sophisticated approach is to use an attention mechanism to choose which modalities are most relevant for this example by stacking transformers. We feed the three representation vectors r I , r P and r D into a second transformer network (4 attention heads, 2 layers, 500 hidden units) which performs self-attention over the three inputs. The three modalities are thus reweighed by the corresponding attention weights to give the final representation vector.
Response encoder We employ the same Transformer architecture as in the dialogue encoder for encoding candidate responses. We tried two variants: either sharing or not sharing the weights with the input dialogue encoder.
Training and Inference Given a tuple I, P, D, and a set of candidates (c 1 , .., c N ), at inference time the predicted utterance is the candidate c i that maximizes the score s(I, P, D, c i ). At training time we pass a set of scores through a softmax and train to maximize the log-likelihood of the correct responses. We use mini-batches of 500 training examples; for each example, we use the gold responses of the other examples of the batch as negatives. Hyperparameters are chosen on the validation set.
Experiments
We test our architectures on the IMAGE-CHAT dataset using automatic metrics and human evaluations. We additionally compute automatic metrics for variants of our architectures in which we remove certain modalities to determine the importance of each of the model's inputs.
Automatic Evaluation on IMAGE-CHAT
TransResNet We compare various configurations of our full TRANSRESNET model, and compute recall at 1 and 5 (R@1/100 and R@5/100) retrieval metrics, where for each sample there are 100 candidates to rank: 99 random candidates chosen from the test set, and the true label. We additionally show the results for a simple information retrieval baseline, in which the candidates are ranked according to their weighted word overlap to the input message.
The results are shown in Table 2 . We report the average metrics for the total task, as well as the breakdown of the performance on each turn of dialogue (turns 1, 2 and 3). The average metrics indicate that using the ResNeXt-IG-3.5B image encoder features improve performance significantly across the whole task, as we obtain 50.3% R@1 for our best ResNeXt-IG-3.5B model and only 40.6% for our best ResNet152 model. When broken down by turn, it appears that the ResNeXt-IG-3.5B features are particularly important in the the first round of dialogue, in which only the image and personality are considered, as the difference between our best models increases from 9.7% in the full task to 19.5% in the first turn. Our baseline multimodal sum combiner (MM-Sum) outperforms the more sophisticated self-attention (MMAtt) combiner, with the latter scoring 49.3% on the full task. Separate candidate and dialogue history text encoders also works better than sharing weights.
In general, for our models performance diminishes as the dialogue turn increases; our best model's performance over each turn decreases from 54.0% in the first round, to 51.9% in the second round, and finally 44.8% in the third round. We believe that this reflects the nature and difficulty of the corresponding tasks at each round of dialogue. In the first turn, the model only needs to condition on the image and personality, and the utterance is specific to the image; however, as the conversation evolves, it becomes harder to select the correct response because there are more possible appropriate responses potentially less directly related to the images itself, while the R@1 metric reflects the model's ability to select the exact one response used in the actual conversation.
Ablation Study
We additionally compare variants of our TRANSRESNET (MM-Sum) model where we remove modalities (image, personality, and dialogue history) and report R@1/100 for each dialogue turn independently, and the average over all turns.
The results are shown in 3. We note a number of interesting trends.
Turn 1: For the first round of dialogue, in which the model produces an utterance given the image and personality only, as there is no dialogue history in this case. The model obtains 37.4% R@1 using only the image, and 18.3% using only the personality, indicating that the image is more important in isolation than the personality. However, using both together helps.
Turn 2: In the second round of dialogue, in which the model produces a response to a first utterance, the model performs similarly when using only the image or only the dialogue history (28.1% and 33.7% respectively), while performing poorly with just the personality (15.3%). Any combination of two modalities improves the results similarly, with the personality + dialogue combination performing slightly higher than the other two. Using all modalities works best.
Turn 3: By the third turn of dialogue, the conversation history proves to be the most important in isolation than the other two modalities in isolation, with the model obtaining 32.3% using only the dialogue history and 20.7% and 17.0% using just the image or personality, respectively. Conditioning on the personality+dialogue is the most effective of any combination of two modalities, yielding 43.1% compared to 35.2% and 32.6% for image+dialogue and image+personality, respectively. Again, using all modalities still gives a boost, obtaining 44.3%. We also test our best model in human evaluation studies in terms of the engagingess of our model as measured by humans.
Human Evaluations on IMAGE-CHAT
Evaluation Setup In the same fashion as (Shuster et al., 2018) , we use a set of 500 images from YFCC-100M that are not present in IMAGE-CHAT to build a set of three-round dialogues pairing humans with our best model in conversation. We then conduct evaluations at each round of dialogue for each example in the evaluation set; we have a separate set of human annotators look at various static conversation turns, and ask them to compare two possible utterances for the next turn of conversation, given the image, dialogue history and relevant personality. We ask the annotators in a blind test to choose the "more engaging" of the two possible utterances: one from a human, and the other from our model. The personality on which the utterance is conditioned is shown to the annotator (fixed to be the same for both candidate responses).
Human annotation vs. TRANSRESNET model
We compare human-authored utterances to those produced by our model. The human conversations are collected in the same fashion as in IMAGE-CHAT. Each model output is conditioned on the human-authored dialogue history, where the candidates for retrieval are utterances from the IMAGE-CHAT training set. The model is given a separate set of candidates corresponding to the round of dialogue -e.g. when producing a response to turn 1, the model's choice is limited to only responses to turn 1 responses in the train set. Both human and model outputs are conditioned on the same personality.
The results are shown in Figure 3 . Our best TRANSRESNET MM-Sum model from automatic evaluations performs quite strongly on all three 
Model prediction:
A: Artful I love a nice evening get together, with wine, friends, and beautiful, designer outfits. B: Cultured I found their choice of dress to be quite becoming. I enjoyed the tunes immensely and found them to be charming. Table 5 : Example predictions from our best TRANSRESNET (MM-Sum) model on the human evaluation set for turn 2. Two speakers A and B with given personality traits discuss a given photo. The first turn is a human, and the second turn here is completed by our model in these examples. A: Cheerful Yeah but look at how happy she is it reminds me of all the wonderful food I have eaten Table 6 : Example predictions from our best TRANSRESNET (MM-Sum) model on the human evaluation set for turn 3. Two speakers A and B with given personality traits discuss a given photo. The first two turns are from humans, and only the third turn here is completed by our model in these examples. turns of the dialogue task when compared to human-authored utterances. In turn 1, the model has a win rate of 49.4% (difference not significant, p > 0.5), in line with the captioning results from (Shuster et al., 2018) . When continuing a conversation, the model has a win rate of 45.6% in the second round of dialogue, and 48.2% win rate in the third round of dialogue (both wins for humans being significant). Example predictions of our model for turns 1, 2 and 3 can be seen in Figures 4, 5 and 6.
Conclusion
This paper presents an approach for improving the way machines can generate conversations that humans might find engaging. Focusing on the (generic) case of chit-chatting about a given image, our work shows that an end-to-end trained model can generate grounded dialogues that humans prefer over dialogues with other fellow humans almost half of the time (47.7%). This result is made possible by the creation of a new dataset IMAGE-CHAT and a generalization of the model introduced in (Shuster et al., 2018) to the case of dialogue. The dataset will be made publicly available in ParlAI (http://parl.ai) and we look forward to further improvements being made by the community. Our work shows that we are close to having models that humans can relate to in chit-chat conversations, which could set new ground for social dialogue agents. The next challenge will be to combine this engagingness with other aspects required of such agents, such as domain expertise, or task-proficiency.
